
 
One Nomination to LIGHTNING SPEAR (GB) 
Kindly donated by A Breeding Right Holder 
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35  
 

(NON VAT) 
LIGHTNING SPEAR 
(GB) (2011) 
A Chesnut Horse 

      
Pivotal (GB) 

    Polar Falcon (USA)     Nureyev (USA) 
Marie d'Argonne (FR) 

Fearless Revival 
 

Cozzene (USA) 
Stufida 

Atlantic Destiny (IRE) 
(1996) 

 

Royal Academy (USA) 
 

Nijinsky (CAN) 
Crimson Saint (USA) 

Respectfully (USA) 
 

The Minstrel (CAN) 
Treat Me Nobly (USA) 

 
LIGHTNING SPEAR (GB), won 7 races at 2 to 7 years and £1,384,638 including Sussex 

Stakes, Goodwood, Gr.1, Celebration Mile, Goodwood, Gr.2 (twice), Molson Coors 
Handicap Stakes (Class 2), Salisbury, placed 9 times including second in Lockinge Stakes, 
Newbury, Gr.1 (twice), Summer Mile, Ascot, Gr.2, third in Queen Elizabeth II Stakes, Ascot, 
Gr.1, Sussex Stakes, Goodwood, Gr.1, Queen Anne Stakes, Ascot, Gr.1 (twice), 
Solonaway Stakes, Leopardstown, Gr.2 and fourth in Prix Jacques Le Marois, Deauville, 
Gr.1; sire.  

 
Standing At Tweenhills Farm & Stud 
 
Retired to stud in 2019, and sire of 5 winners, of 8 races, and £70,348; including:  
DESTINY'S SPIRIT (GB) (Mayson (GB)), BAILEYS ECLAIR (FR) (Verglas (IRE)), INSPIRITED 
(GB) (Danehill Dancer (IRE)), BRIGHTER LONDON (IRE) (Oasis Dream (GB)), GREASED 
LIGHTNING (GB) (Danehill Dancer (IRE)). 
 
 
 

1. The Nomination Fee will be invoiced by and must be paid to ‘Giving to Ukraine’ by the 
Purchaser no later than close of business on 28th February 2023 or the weekday before 
the first date on which the mare is covered, whichever is earlier. 
 

2. The Nomination will confer upon the Purchaser an entitlement to have one approved 
mare serviced by the Stallion in the 2023 Northern Hemisphere breeding season. 

 
3. The Purchaser shall be entitled to a free return to the Stallion for the 2024 covering 

season for the Mare covered in 2023 or another mare who also complies with condition 
3 provided the Stallion is still standing at the same stud farm and is available to cover 
mares and only if, following the end of the 2023 covering season: - 

a. the purchaser produces a certificate signed by a qualified veterinary surgeon 
relating to an examination carried out at least 40 days after the Mare’s last 
service by the stallion to the effect that the Mare has been found to be 
barren; OR  

b. the purchaser produces a veterinary certificate to the effect that the mare 
either failed to give birth to a live foal or gave birth to a foal which died within 
48 hours of birth other than by reason of accident. 
 

 
 
For further enquiries, please contact tattersallsonline@tattersalls.com 
 
 
 

 


